Invitation to our
th

25 Anniversary of The Founding of

The World Foundation for Natural Science
and the
rd

23 International “New Scientific Outlook” World Congress
from

Thursday, November 1ST, 2018, (7:00 pm) to Sunday, November 4TH, 2018 (1:00 pm)
for the 13th (thirteenth!!!) time already
at the Maritim Hotel, Basteistrasse 40, 89073 Ulm, Germany <l> ?Tel. +49 (731) 9230

Saint Francis Day, October 4th, 2018
Dearest friends of our Earth, Ladies and Gentlemen!
It is with greatest joy that I extend this Invitation to you to come and participate in our
23rd International “New Scientific Outlook” World Congress. This is not going to be just
another one of these events where kindred spirits, whose hearts beat for a “green Earth,” come
together to hear what they already know, only to appease their minds and strengthen their
feelings that they are in fact doing something for a healthier Earth. But you and I know that
by just sitting and dwelling in one’s thoughts and emotions without according actions to follow
soon, nothing will ever get achieved or changed. Complacency is the world’s silent sickness.
It’s the reason why the world is the way it is. Our Congress is not just another event where you
are being talked at with theories without hearing of the common-sense solutions for every man
to be able to apply and adopt in his own life how to easily bring about certain adjustments to
make things right again for man, animal, and all that has life upon Earth. Neither is our
Congress an event to stir a feeling of guilt that our world is truly in dire need of man’s
immediate assistance if we want to prevent further catastrophes of all kinds. You already know
this, and because you have begun to unite your spirit with ours, as a team, we can achieve
extraordinary things with simple steps!
Our 25th Anniversary Congress will show you what we, as a World Organism, can
do—together—to make this world a better place. We show you where in your life you can do
something for yourself, an intelligent and active person, taking matters in your own hands,
and with a feeling of responsibility towards life. This not only for yourself, but causing thus
positive effects in others and your environment. You might not see at first that even for you,
just one of the 7,524 Billion people—and steadily waxing—living on this Earth, it is important
that you learn to re-behave and re-think the way we live. But the question you must ask
yourself if you do think like this, who otherwise? So you see, we shall yet again give you food
for thought to motivate you into implementing much of what you hear and can learn during
these three days in your own life. You will learn that it takes very little in fact to cause a great
impact. We present you with behind-the-scenes goings-on to trigger in you a new way of
looking at life and for you, as a forward looking smart person to accept and above all adopt
practical ways to solutions in your daily life. We shall give you answers to questions you
probably never knew you had. This will allow you to go home at the end of the Congress with
new vistas and renewed hope that there is indeed much we all can do in our own lives in order
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to help our Schoolroom Earth become a more healthy Planet. Not only will we profit directly
from our forward-thinking attitude, but we can so leave a healthy legacy for those who come
after us. To This End we have again invited a circle of Professionals to teach and present you
with the most pressing issues that need our attention more than anything at this time. Come
to learn what you can do to make a difference!
We are pulling out all the stops for you, dear friend of Mother Earth and Life, literally,
to so also honour the Founders of The World Foundation for Natural Science, who a quarter
of a century ago—25 years ago!!!—had the Wisdom and the Foresight to establish our
Organisation. But rather than call ourselves just an Organisation, we deem to be an Activity,
a true Organism of intelligent, smart, informed, learned and responsible people like you, who
are intent to be actively doing something for Mother Earth and life on our Planet whenever
you probably can. Since February 10th, 1993, the day The World Foundation for Natural
Science was founded, with the help and active assistance of Scientists, Teachers, Housewives,
Farmers, School Children, University Students, Musicians, Athletes and Sportsmen and
many more responsible people like them and you, all committed to making a difference in our
world, we have grown into a mighty World Organism. We have positively impacted many
aspects concerning our lives, and we can safely but humbly say that in the past 25 years we
have been Healing our World through Responsibility in accord with Natural and Divine Laws.
Come, and find out where you too can make a difference!
In His Welcome Address to our International “New Scientific Outlook Congress”,
Lindau, Germany, on Thursday, October 28th, 1993, our Founder, The Most Reverend Dr.
Peter W. Leach-Lewis, SF, Ch.D. said:
“We are not a religious organization but we live a SPIRITUAL life as best we can. We are
Franciscans and we love the Science of Nature and we wonder at the magic of all created things. Of
course, GOD has a place in our studies, because any intelligent man or woman who loves the World
of Natural Science, comes to the inescapable conclusion that there has to be a ‘Higher
Intelligence’—a FORCE if you will—governing every natural thing. Any scientist who starts playing
around with unnatural science, confounding the Laws of Nature, and plays at being ‘creator’
invariably comes up with a heap of problems that he or she cannot reconcile.
“The business world controls the world’s money, and it is money which the scientists and
engineers of the world seek for research grants to fund projects and develop new ideas and
inventions which have yet to reach the point where they can be sold to the public for a return of
investment. The business world needs the scientists and engineers to give them the new products
they need to stay in business, and the scientific and engineering world needs the money. But both
of these ‘worlds’ within a world control the market place, and it is these two worlds together—a
power onto themselves—that is inexorably killing Mother Earth and every part of life upon the
planet, rendering the waters undrinkable, making the air unbreathable, poisoning the soil, killing the
trees, the plants and the flowers, drowning the fish in chemicals, killing the animals in the name of
science or for sport and murdering millions of innocent human beings in the process.
“We have the power to reverse this trend through education, and you are being empowered
this very day to begin the process of reform in the minds and hearts of those in the scientific and
business community, beginning here in Europe. There are many good men and women in both of
these communities who see what their companies are doing to the world they live in, but feel
powerless to stop them without jeopardizing their reputations, their careers or their hard-won
position of responsibility in their chosen field. With your help we can do something for them, for you,
for our world, because we have thousands throughout the world already as a Foundation to effect
a positive change for the better.
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“Dr. Walter Russell wrote in his little book entitled “The Dawn of a New Day in Human Relation”:
‘Science and religion are the two most important elements of man’s civilization. The two are opposite
phases of the same thing but have been pulled apart for centuries. To bring them together in a
marriage of complete mutual co-operation and understanding would vastly uplift the whole human
race. To accomplish this purpose, a scientific foundation is needed for religion and a spiritual
foundation is needed for science.’ And thus we have the perfect blend of the two and the only activity
of its kind in the world: The World Foundation for Natural Science.”

What more could we say or add to these sage Words of our Founder that might stir your
interest and cause your innate Responsibility for a decent life for all upon Earth to register for
our 25th Anniversary Congress! Come, and be part of our 2018 Anniversary Congress!
One of the Subjects we will present to you at our 2018 “New Scientific Outlook”World
Congress will be “Addictions.” Addictions such as Smoking, E-cigarettes, Internet, SocialMedia, Designer Drugs, “Painkiller” Drugs, Heroin and Cocaine, unhealthy sexual activities
promoted over the internet and pornographic activities targeted at minors to list but a few. A
daily, stupendous, growing number of people become addicted to one thing or another without
even noticing. This concerns especially our youth and even children, who are prone to develop
addictions through bad habits early on. These are unfortunately often not recognized by the
parents, friends or life partners, husbands or wives, or even the teachers, for a lack of
education, and if recognized, often shoved off to one side because of shame and fear. All the
while, the corruption by the amoral and unscrupulous industries, promoting and selling these
filthy habits and lifestyles to our loved ones, continues and the contamination of their bodies,
their minds and emotional worlds takes its course. These very same unprincipled people have
long ago begun to corrupt the fabric of our society. We have it in our hands to put a stop to
this! We give you advice and show you ways and solutions how you can have an immediate
impact in your own world and give practical support to friends and loved ones.
One person alone can never do enough, and neither can one person do it all. It is the
marriage of the kindred spirits, minds and hands of all of us, living on the same Planet at the
same time for the same purpose—namely to learn to live a life in harmony—that we can change
what can be changed. It is our world, and ultimately our responsibility that the world is in the
state it is in. And now it is up to us, having been given dominion over all living things, and all
elemental Life [Ge. 1:26-28] to take care of what we hold dear and precious and do something
positive. Our Motto “IN UNITY IS STRENGTH”spurs us on every day anew to give our best to serve
life. We therefore ask you to register soonest with the included Registration Card and send
it to us with the attached envelope. You can also register through our website at

https://www.naturalscience.org/congress-2018/registration/
If you prefer to register personally by telephone maybe, you can reach us by calling our
Telephone Number in Switzerland: +41(41)798-0398. We are here for you during regular
office hours (8:00 am until 6:00 pm.) Know that we have reserved a chair for you at this year’s
23rd International “New Scientific Outlook” World Congress in Ulm. Come and meet with
people from all around the world, and find out just how much good you can do in our world
and where you live. It is worth it, for it is now that you are laying your foundation for
tomorrow. It can truly be said that we do not pass the same way again—and therefore, do not
hesitate to decide to come and register.
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When registering, you also have the opportunity to immediately book your room at the
Maritim Hotel Ulm. As always the Hotel is holding a certain amount of rooms for a special
“Congress Price” just for us. So be wise and book through us, unless you want to spend more
money on your room. If you think you cannot come because you have children, we may give
you peace of mind in that we are offering a special children service. But you need to let us know
well in advance that you will be bringing your child(ren) and of what age they are. Of course,
as true Franciscans we (and the Hotel!) welcome your canine friend anytime, as long as he or
she is house-trained and well-behaved (no admittance fee). Our lives without dogs in particular
would not be the same, as you will find out!
Once again we are offering simultaneous translation for German, English, Russian,
Spanish and Czech speaking participants. So do not let your language be the barrier to hold you
from being with us and participating in our Anniversary Congress.
Lastly, and it should already go without saying, that any of our events, and especially our
World Congresses are held in a smoke-free environment. One of our achievements is that we
have fought long and hard to make the Maritim Hotel in Ulm smoke-free. For any of our
events we hold strictly to the NO- SMOKING OF ANY KIND POLICY. Smoking—be it cigarettes,
e-cigarettes, cannabis or any other such drug,—are vile and destroys life; and we, our Activity
and its members of The World Foundation for Natural Science do everything we can possibly
do to heal and restore life. As you already have learned, one of our Presentations will be about
these harmful addictions.
Anticipating your Registration soon I am urging you here not to hesitate to contact us
for any questions that might arise, maybe even ridesharing or carpooling. We are here to
serve you.
Wishing you a very safe journey to Ulm, Germany I look forward to welcoming you in
Ulm on Thursday, November 1st, 2018!
God bless you always....

Enclosures

The World Foundation for Natural Science
The Very Reverend Dean emeritus Paul Probst, SF
President for Europe

